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論文の要旨  
Summary (Abstract) of doctoral thesis contents 
 
 Top quark is the heaviest elementary particle in the Standard Model (SM), and it 
doesn’t form hadrons like other light quarks because its lifetime, roughly 5x10-25 
seconds, is about a twentieth of the timescale for strong interactions. Therefore, 
produced top quark immediately decays to a W boson and a bottom quark. However, 
many new physics models beyond the SM (BSM) predict heavy resonant states of top 
quark pair, such as spin-1 color singlet vector boson Z’ in the topcolor-assisted 
technicolor model (Z’TC), spin-2 bulk Randall-Sundrum Kaluza-Klein graviton in the 
Randall-Sundrum model (GKK), spin-1 Kaluza-Klein gluon in the Kaluza-Klein 
theories (gKK). 
 This thesis documents a search for heavy resonances decaying to top quark pair in 
fully-hadronic final state from 36.1 fb-1 of proton-proton collision events recorded 
with the ATLAS detector at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) running at a 
center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV.  
 Use of the fully-hadronic final state in decays of top quark pair has an advantage of 
its highest branching ratio of ~45%. There is another advantage with the resolution 
of the reconstructed top quark mass because this mode doesn’t involve missing 
neutrinos from W boson decays. While having these advantages the fully-hadronic 
final state is a challenging mode because of huge production cross section of QCD 
multijet background events. However, the production cross section of the QCD 
multijet background steeply drops at higher di-top mass, mtt, region while the ones 
for possible BSM particles could gradually drop. Therefore, the fully-hadronic final 
state is suitable for searching for new particles at very high mtt region. Top quark 
from such high mass resonances is highly boosted and can be reconstructed as a 
single large-radius jet.  
 In this analysis, searching for heavy resonance states beyond mtt=3 TeV is focused. 
Top quarks are reconstructed as a large-radius jet having at least 400 GeV transverse 
momentum. Top quarks are identified using the reconstructed jet mass, mjet, and the 
jet substructure variable, tau32, which denotes a probability ratio of three prong-like 
jets compared to two prong-like jets. A top quark jet should contain one bottom quark 
jet, and two light quark jets from W boson decays, therefore, the τ32 variable tends to 
be three prong-like. Bottom quark inside the large-radius jet is identified by 
requiring at least one track-jet with displaced vertices from the interaction point. 
 In order to maximize the signal acceptance several event categories based on mjet, 
τ32, the number of tagged bottom quarks are defined, and then a statistical 
combination is performed to extract the final significance of observed events from the 
expected background events and set limits on production cross section times 
branching ratio to top quark pair for possible BSM particles. 
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 Dominant backgrounds in this search are SM top quark pair events and QCD 
multijet events. Background events of the SM top quark pair are estimated using 
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation. Background events of the QCD multijet are estimated 
from data with help of simulated events. The distribution of mtt for the QCD multijet 
background is extracted from events where no bottom quarks are identified, and the 
normalization is determined by a ratio of the number of events in mjet sideband 
region between events with identifying no bottom quarks and with identifying one or 
two bottom quarks. A tiny bias by the bottom quark identification is observed in the 
mtt distributions and is corrected with help of simulated events. 
 There are two categories of systematics, one is experimental uncertainties 
associated with the detector response and reconstruction algorithm, and the other is 
uncertainties on the background modeling. The experimental uncertainties are better 
measured from large statistics of data, therefore, the uncertainties on the 
background modeling are pre-dominant in this analysis. Systematic uncertainties on 
modeling of the SM top quark pair are estimated by comparing alternative simulated 
events such as different event generator, different parton shower model, different 
radiation model, and different PDF model. Systematic uncertainties on modeling of 
the QCD multijet background are estimated from both data and simulated events. 
Uncertainty on normalization of the QCD multijet background is estimated by 
checking consistency between several definitions of control regions. Uncertainty on 
the mtt shape of the QCD multijet background is coming from stability of the mtt 
shape after the event selection, and the understanding of performance of the bottom 
quark identification which can bias the mtt shape. Before looking at events in the 
signal region, the background modeling and corresponding systematic uncertainties 
are checked using the validation region where events are loosely tagged as top quark 
pairs, and reasonable agreements between the predictions and data are observed. 
 The expected limits on the production cross section times branching ratio to top 
quark pair in the signal region are calculated with respect to several benchmark BSM 
models such as Z’TC, GKK, and gKK, as mentioned earlier. Extracted expected limits in 
this analysis are comparable with the ones from analyses using 1-lepton final state 
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博士論文審査結果の要旨  
Summary of the results of the doctoral thesis screening 
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Phys. J. C76 (2016) 538）。物理解析以外にも ATLAS のミューオントリガー検出器の運転
に携わり、エキスパートの一人としてオンコールシフトや検出器のメンテナンスを行った。
また、将来のアップグレード計画にも携わり、エレクトロニクス開発に大きな貢献した。
これら ATLAS での貢献が認められ、2017 年にハンガリーで開催された国際会議 QCD@LHC で
の講演者に ATLAS 実験からの代表の一人として選ばれ、トップクォーク生成に関する研究
結果について口頭発表も行なっている。日本物理学会では、検出器関係で 2 回、物理解析
関係で 4 回の口頭発表をした。 
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 以上より、鈴木氏は研究者としての素質も十分であり、博士論文のテーマである研究も
学位論文としてふさわしいものであると認め、合格とした。 
